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nearly straight, it usually appears arched. If even the nearest portion of the cloud, still, is far away, the apparent arching is slight. On the other hand, when the cloud is near, the arching is great. The apparent curve is neither circular nor elliptical, but resembles, rather, a conchoid whose origin is at the observer and whose asymptote is his horizon.
The angle of elevation at which different segments of the cloud are seen obviously varies from a minimum for the more distant portions to a maximum for the nearest. Hence, the phenomenon in question, the apparent arching of the band along its nearest portions, is only an optical illusion, due entirely to the projection of the cloud (above the observer's level) onto the sky.
When several such bands, or streaks, occur in parallel, they appear to start from a common point at, or beyond, the horizon; to terminate, if long enough, in a similar opposite point; and progressively to arch and spread apart as they approach the observer's zenith. They thus form the perspective effect often called "Noah's Ark" or polar bands.
Apparent Divergence and Convergence of Crepuscular Rays (Sunbeams).—Everyone is familiar with the beautiful phenomenon of the "sun drawing water"—sunbeams that, finding their way through rifts in the clouds, are rendered luminous by the dust in their courses. Equally familiar, and equally beautiful, are, also, those streaks and bands of pearly lights (where the lower atmosphere is illuminated) and azure shadows (where only the upper atmosphere is illuminated) that often, at twilight and, occasionally, at dawn, radiate far out from the region of the sun, and, at times, even converge toward the opposite point of the horizon. These, too, are only beams of sunlight and shadow caused by broken clouds or irregular horizon.
All such crepuscular rays, whether their common origin, the sun, be below, or above, the horizon, seem first to diverge, while the few that cross the sky appear, also, to arch on the way and, finally, to converge towards the antisolar point.
Here, again, the facts are not as they seem, for the rays, all coming, as they do, from the sun, some 93,000,000 miles away, necessarily are practically parallel. Their apparent divergence, convergence, and arching, are all illusions due to perspective; just as are the apparent divergence, convergence, and arching, of the rails on a long straight track.
Apparent Divergence of Auroral Streamers.—Anyone at all familiar with the appearance of auroral streamers will recall that, at most localities, they seem to radiate from some place far below the horizon. In reality, they do diverge (or converge, if one prefers) slightly, since they follow, approximately, the terrestrial lines of magnetic force. Indeed, their rate of convergence is about the same, on the average, as that of the geographic meridians at the same latitudes, and, therefore, far less than one would infer from their apparent courses. That is, their seeming

